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Abstract
The causality structure of two-dimensional manifolds with degenerate
metrics is analysed in terms of global solutions of the massless wave equa-
tion. Certain novel features emerge. Despite the absence of a traditional
Lorentzian Cauchy surface on manifolds with a Euclidean domain it is possi-
ble to uniquely determine a global solution (if it exists), satisfying well dened






spacelike curves in the Lorentzian region. In general, however, no global so-
lution satisfying such matching conditions will be consistent with this data.
Attention is drawn to a number of obstructions that arise prohibiting the con-
struction of a bounded operator connecting asymptotic single particle states.
The implications of these results for the existence of a unitary quantum eld
theory are discussed.
I. INTRODUCTION
If S is a spacelike (acausal) domain in a spacetime M then one denes its domain
of dependence D(S) as the set of points p such that all non-terminating time-like curves
from p intersect S [?]. Furthermore one says that an acausal hypersurface S is a Cauchy
hypersurface if D(S) =M . The existence of a Cauchy hypersurface is equivalent toM being
globally hyperbolic.
Kundt rst [?] discussed the non-existence of certain topologically non-trivial space-
times assuming that every geodesic is complete. Geroch [?] exploited the notion of global
hyperbolicity to reach a similar conclusion. There has been recent interest in the behaviour
of both classical and quantum elds on background manifolds that admit metrics with both
Euclidean [?] and variable signatures [?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?] as well as in spacetimes
that are not globally hyperbolic [?].
For information that propagates according to the wave equation for a scalar eld a
specication of the eld and its normal derivative on any spacelike surface S is sucient
to determine a unique solution to the equation on the domain of dependence of S. A
manifold with a degenerate metric is not globally hyperbolic and it is therefore of interest
to investigate the inuence of this degeneracy on the propagation of massless scalar elds
satisfying
d ? d = 0 (1)











In this article we address this question in the context of a metric that partitions a two-
dimensional manifold into three disjoint sets: a Lorentzian region L, a Euclidean region E
and a one-dimensional subset  where the metric is degenerate.
In a region where g has Euclidean signature (1) is the (elliptic) Laplace equation. The
traditional data for this equation is the specication of  on the boundary of any Euclidean
domain since this will x a solution uniquely in such a region. However we show below that
a specication of  and its normal derivative on any arc of the boundary is also sucient to
uniquely determine the interior solution should it exist. This result proves of relevance when
we discuss the propagation of hyperbolic data from a Lorentzian to a Euclidean domain.
In a region where g has Lorentzian signature (1) is the (hyperbolic) massless wave equa-
tion and it is possible to contemplate data on disjoint spacelike curves (FIG. 1).
Since information travels along null geodesics we redene the domain of dependence.
Thus if C is a spacelike (acausal) domain in a Lorentzian region L M then its domain of
null dependence D
0
(C) is the set of points p such that all non-terminating null curves from
p intersect C. For C  L and 
0






) to be all the points p 2 L where
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both null geodesics that intersect at p, either intersect C or terminate on 
0
, where they are
not tangent.
From FIG. 1 we see that if C is not connected then D
0
(C) may contain regions disjoint
from C.
Consider now a spacelike arc C  L on which standard Cauchy data for (1) is prescribed
(FIG. 2). Furthermore suppose that the domain of null dependence of C intersects  non-
trivially, i.e. the intersection is one-dimensional. Then we show below that if a global
4
solution exists and agrees with the data on C then it is unique in E. Such a solution
provides Cauchy data on  which together with that on C enables one to construct the




). In general no such global solution
exists as will be illustrated in example 1 below.




 is trivial then the theorem below is not applicable. In
this case more than one global solution may exist compatible with the Cauchy data on C.
Example 2 will illustrate this situation.
In section ?? we review the standard prescription that is adopted to construct a quantum
eld theory on a xed globally hyperbolic manifold. With the aid of explicit examples,
we draw attention to the obstructions that arise when one attempts to implement this
prescription on a two-dimensional manifold with a degenerate metric. We oer reasons
why we believe that a bounded unitary scattering matrix in the presence of non-dynamical
signature change may not exist.
II. CONSTRUCTION OF COORDINATE SYSTEMS
Given a two-dimensional manifold (L; g
L
) with a (non-degenerate) Lorentzian metric g
L
,




























is a real function. Similarly for a two-dimensional manifold (E; g
E
) with a (non-
degenerate) Euclidean metric g
E
, a complex isothermal coordinate system (z; z) is one in












is a real positive function. It is known that one can construct a null coordi-
nate system about any point in p 2 L and that one can construct a complex isothermal
coordinates system about any point p 2 E.
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